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STOP WASTING TIME LABELING BY HAND
GO fast, easy, and accurate 
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1. Bottle-Matic ® Cylinder labeling machine.  Label any cylindrical
object fast and accurately from .5" to 6" dia. at speeds of 1200
Pcs. Per hour!  Bottle-Matic ® is the perfect machine for labeling
your cylindrical objects!  It can wrap your bottles, cans, tubes, and
jars by simply pressing the foot-switch!  We can even do tapered
objects without customizing!  Available in 2 widths, 10" frame for
up to 9" bodied bottles, and 16" Frame for up to 15" bodied bottles.
(The body of the bottle/cylinder is the large diameter labeling area
of the bottle)
Bottle-Matic 10"
Bottle-Matic 16"
2 Label Option (front-back)
Waste Re-Wind option
Bottle-Detect ® option
Bottle-Counter Option

3. Flex+Matic - 16" width flat labeling machine.  Label any flat
object fast and accurately up to 1/4" thick at speeds up to 1000
Pcs. Per hour!
    Flex+Matic is the perfect machine for labeling your flat objects!  
It can label envelopes, plastic bags (even with zipper), CD cases, 
PCBs, unfilled flexible packaging, etc.  Simply insert into the 
machine!  Adjust guides for vertical placement, adjust digital circuit 
for horizontal placement.  Flex+Matic requires 7/8" from the 
leading edge to the start of the label. 
Flex+Matic Base 
Waste Re-Wind option 
Label-Counter Option 
Flex+Matic-OS  
Optically sensed, Includes all options!

Original Bottle-Matic

Bottle-Matic-OS 2. NEW! Bottle-Matic-OS (Optical Sensing) Our latest addition to
the Bottle-Matic lineup!  If you want the ultimate in Desktop Semi-
Automatic bottle labeling, this is it!  Label LARGE containers with
ease using thin labels.
• NO-ADJUST optical sensors (no sensor adjustment or

cleaning)
• Capable of dispensing labels down to 1 mil thickness
• Reduces bubbles
• Proportional tapering
• 8" diameter capability
• Includes automatic Bottle-Detect®, Re-Winder, and Counter.
• 16" width frame, can label LARGE 3 Liter wine bottles

NEW! Bottle-Matic-OS 
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Flex+Matic



4. "U-25"
NEW, LOW COST Label
Dispenser!  Power advance
for roll labels to 2.5" width.
Tension guide is standard for
thin labels.

8. DM “6-II, 10-II, and 16-II”  - for roll or fan-fold la-
bels to 5.5”, 9.5", and 15.5" widths.  Does not wind up waste,
and loads VERY quickly.  Best for large diameter rolls, and 
where constant speed is needed.  (6" per second advance.) 

With Photo-eye

DML 1250 $72DML 850 $60

9. DML-Convenient, Easy to use, Durable, and Economi-
cal are a few of the words used to describe our new line of
manual dispensers, the DML series.  6.5" Max roll Dia.  3"
Core adapters available

DML 450 4.5", DML 850 8.5", 
and DML 1250 12.5" 
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7. Rewind-O-Matic
Simple, yet effective label 
re-winder.  Up to 6" width.  
Variable speed/torque.  3" 
core adapter plates and 
flange included! 

NEW! Rewind-O-Matic-II
For difficult rewind/unwind 
applications, or finicky label 
printers!  With on-demand 
tension arm!
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5. “U-45” Power advance
for one-up computer forms, or
printed labels in rolls 3/8” to
4-1/2” wide at 6" per second
speed.
High Speed version 11" per
second speed.

6. “U-60” High Speed power
advance for larger labels in
rolls up to 6” wide, at 9" per
second.

9 Made in U.S.A.


